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The future of the video set top

The Rethink Difference—and Method

Rethink Technology Research has pioneered a series of forecasts
that focus on deep industry changes, we specialize in asking questions about when an industry starts and ends or goes into its next
phase and when it is going through a major contraction. Forecasters are pretty poor at forecasting market decline and yet many
technology markets are on the verge of inevitable decline.
Major contractions appear in an industry, usually at a time when
disruptive innovation occurs, and this can come during a period of
uncertainty or technology transition, such as the industry shift
from analog to digital which heralded Apple’s arrival in consumer
electronics, or when a particular player changes the rules with a
new class of product.
One trigger for disruptive innovation is when something comes
along that is half as good, but costs a tenth of the price and this is
the case when tablets are used for TV viewing, making it a killer
app, increasingly witnessed in the US and Western Europe. Other
things which have changed the rules inside a technology sector include the introduction of touch screens to handsets, the arrival of
the CMOS RF tuners in TV sets, set tops and DOCSIS modems. Another similar event on the near horizon (which have already dealt
with in a report) is the emergence of WiFi as a key driving force for
the cellular market.
At these points in technology history, there are structural changes
in the sector eco-system and new market leaders emerge. The old
rules no longer apply and some leaders fall by the wayside. Famous
brand names disappear or at least go into reverse, while new
names flourish. One of the problems of trying to forecast during
these periods is that the old methods of plotting the existing dots in
a linear fashion, and extending them, no longer works.
All we can hope to do is to describe the future market shape and
point to those who will lead it, and put in some rough numbers to
plot the order of magnitude of the changes. It is important to scope
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out the level of decline in the existing market. This can give market
players the right clues to what is going on and help them survive.
It is not a good idea to spend on marketing when R&D needs your
dollars. One of the worst feelings in the world for an executive trying to plan a business is to continue to invest in the past, when the
future is beckoning urgently.
Disruption forecasting will be with us for a while, as Rethink has
identified at least 6 major hurdles in the way of linear market progression, in the TV, pay TV, broadband, broadcast and cellular sectors, not to mention the Internet of Things. Things are not going to
be normal in these markets for some time, which is why executives have stopped buying conventional market studies. The best
thing affected players can do is to try and picture the shape of the
market in the future and position themselves with the right product lines and the right cash reserves, and a cost structure for survival, and to reset the expectations of their shareholders around
the new truths that dictate the new normal.
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The incredible shrinking set top
The existence of a home-based device which operates as a set top
box has often been placed in doubt by skeptical articles announcing its demise, but the need for set tops remains for at least five to
ten years, to cope with new features, not least of which are intelligent home networks, as well as new business models and cost
structures and the continued focus on video content security and
user experience (UX) control by operators.
The question is not whether or not set tops will exist, but what
precisely will they do and what they will look like?
Will they continue to be single devices? Will they augment the existing duties of a home gateway? Can they be general purpose processors with layers of software, and how much of the current function makes more sense being run from the cloud? The clues are already there in the existing landscape, pointing inevitably to a future direction for the set top. There are business and political, as
well as technical reasons for the humble set top to exist both physically, and in some instances as part of the home gateway, as a software stack or even within a USB stick.
There is the potential, in more advanced countries, for a multilayered home network to emerge across multiple processors inside home gateways, headed set tops and smaller IP devices, supporting secondary TV screens.
In this paper we want to lay out our thinking and show evidence of
what the set top will come to be in operator controlled pay TV
across the world.

We will demonstrate that there is a move from hardware towards
more functions residing within software, and that means a shift to
full IP communication.
There is also a feature drift towards the cloud, as there is a constant migration towards global internet driven standards. And by
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that we don’t mean vendor controlled commercial platforms like Android. At the same time there are requirements for an entirely new
raft of features which operators are after and are chasing in an increasingly rapid succession - and each one of these has to live somewhere – in home or in cloud, in a new TV architecture.
The future of content security alone makes for an in-home device, as
4K and UHD content protection looks set to rely on local watermarking, and hardware based encryption key management, and for
some time yet HEVC and other decoding will need a localized hardware assist.
The rise of the intelligent home, means there will be a localized hub
to concentrate and collect IoT data, before feeding it to the cloud for
analysis. And the question remains whether this should be on the
home gateway as some operators think, or the set top box as most
operators believe or both.
And we must always remember, any networking inside a home requires a PHY, a physical layer, which will need modulating and the
silicon that underpins this needs to be localized. NFV (Network
Functions Virtualization) may offload many of these modulation calculations, but the actual modulating, whether that is by a radio for
WiFi or by MoCa or Ethernet for in-home communication, still needs
to live in a piece of equipment.
Finally, as the world shifts to multiscreen video and viewing moves
to being controlled by portable devices, content owners remain
wary of allowing the highest value, high resolution video loose on a
device which has no physically separate security. Until smartphones
and tablets have inbuilt, hardware supported security, content owners will push multiscreen versions to the bottom of their “to do” list.
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The future of the set top
The question of where it makes sense to carry out a specific job
should dictate where each of the set top functions migrates to, we
also have to take into account recent technology history, who owns
which part of any given network and how much it costs to move
from where we are today to a future architecture.
Quite simply nothing hardware-related changes in pay TV in less
than 10 years, as that’s how long the replacement/roll-out cycle
takes for CPE equipment – in some cases longer. So even if it made
sense to shift all function to the cloud, it would not arrive in any kind
of volume before 2023, and not reside entirely there until 2026 or
2027.
Going back to the 1960s and 70s we witnessed a similar debate
about where it made sense to locate processing power for the enterprise. In the 1960s it lived in centralized mainframes, in the 1970s
the minicomputer distributed it, then in the 1980s the PC moved it
out once again to the network edge. By mid-1990s, web servers had
hauled it back towards centralization, and then around 2010 Apps
shifted some functions back to the edge, only for cloud processing to
come along and move the rest back to a tightly controlled center.
All we can conclude from this is that there IS no “right” answer, because the right answer changes as first processing power gets cheaper, and then connectivity becomes cheaper still. And at the same
time the “size” of the job changes too. While image recognition and
voice recognition today need cloud-scale processing power forcing
those jobs to the center, neural network chips are falling in size and
power requirements, and will soon be inside every smartphone, cutting down on an enormous amount of network traffic. The set top is
part of this same debate.
The recent FCC Open Set top initiative in the US aims to force set
tops into an open standard, and this gets to the heart of the matter.
The FCC argues that set tops there have never come down in price,
with consumers paying an average of $231 a year for a set top,
amounting to $19.5 billion of annual overcharging by operators.
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But if all set top function was in the cloud, the colossal amount of
traffic, including uncompressed video, would lead to data charges to
those customers which was considerably greater.
It is a simple equation. To run things on a device you increase service costs, especially if your company has to also pay for those devices. If you can get the customer to pay for those devices, things are
different, and your networks costs fall.
This is partly political. If US cable operators are to be prevented
from charging such a high price for set tops, then they will turn the
devices into a retail proposition and let the consumer pay for them
instead and introduce new charges to make their money elsewhere.
The only way to make this a reality is to push new features into software, on general purpose hardware, which adheres to the widest
possible communication and display standards.
Revenues to manufacturers for set tops were rising until last year
(2015), going from $7 billion ten-years ago globally, to something
closer to $22 billion across 250 million shipments. It seems out of
kilter if the operators in just one technology, in a single country, are
charging a similar amount each year. Clearly those charges do not
reflect set top costs.
But most forecasters say that from 2015 onwards revenues from set
tops will fall, forcing the pay TV industry and all set top makers, to
radically change their business processes.
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Feature set

It is important to lay out the jobs that a set top does in order to best
understand it. So what does it do?

If you sort through whether there needs to be a separate physical
container for a set top, to house a set of features, the issue is not
whether or not there remains sufficient work for set top survival. A
better question is how much money operators, broadcasters and
consumers are prepared to pay suppliers for a broad set of functions, which are moving rapidly away from specialized hardware,
towards jobs that can largely be carried out by pure software, running on generic hardware – some in the cloud, some on the device.

Older set tops
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We have tried to lay out, in the diagram above, the features traditionally associated with a set top. In this diagram, the architecture,
which dates back into the 1990s, we see almost everything is hardware based. There was no HTML 5.0 to define UI graphics, and
browsers were proprietary; there was little storage for audience and
click data collection, anonymization and retransmission; maintenance data was at its lowest ebb and there is no facility to load software updates or for device management. It is secured using fixed
physical smart cards.
Mostly the signal is a tuned signal (cable and DTH) using QAM or
DVB-S, and WiFi was rarely seen inside a device.

Current set tops

10
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Things have changed. If the pay TV operator was also the broadband
provider, which is often the case in cable and IPTV, then the issue of
installing WiFi came sooner.
When WiFi routers first came to market it was as a retail proposition, and it moved to being operator supplied on a Home Gateway in
around 2007 (AT&T) or 2009 (Comcast), long before it moved to the
set top box, where it has only just arrived in volume. We are today
beginning to see an acceptance of multiple Access Point WiFi in the
home, pushed by leading operators, with mesh networking and WiFi
extenders.
Home gateways tend to be on the edge of a home, all the better for
reaching external coax or twisted pair cabling; and set tops tend to
be found right in the middle of the home. So it is not automatic that
these either replace each other or become synonymous, until this
multi-access point home network emerges, where in some homes, it
will merge into a single network.

A centralized set top is perfect for an Internet of Things (IoT), or
home automation hub, hence the arrival of more PHY characteristics
of ZigBee and Bluetooth Low Energy. For companies which control
the set top, this has the potential to open up new B2B opportunities,
if the right standards, security and business models are put in place.
Certainly in this instance we are seeing fewer distributions of Linux
and some minor acceptance of Android TV, and this is helped by the
arrival of software frameworks such as RDK, Zenterio OS and SoftAtHome as standardized middleware, along with an SDK for each
system.
They also come with their own shop-front for further service sales,
HTML 5.0 browsers, App stores of some description, stronger reporting, better remote management, including a full software updates process – all the ingredients of a supportable, upgradeable
software environment.
These still have the usual content security, but this is beginning to
change to accommodate transcoding and stream protection to
smartphones and tablets.
Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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Software has always been part of what controls a set top box and
middleware in particular. The name “middleware” has come to
mean a piece of software carrying out some functions on-device and
some in the cloud - despite it having earlier origins as a term. Increasingly it appears that more and more function is being delivered
in software, and this appears to us the main change coming to set
tops over the next five to ten years. A clear reason for this is because
more set tops come with an IP-based return path and that essentially arrived much later to the set top than to the home gateway, the PC
and the phone, but it’s pretty much there now, so the environments
are starting to work the same way.
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Business drivers
Now let’s logically examine drivers within set tops and see how operators, broadcasters and equipment vendors have responded to
these drivers and then we can reposition both old and new set top
functions, and work out where they are best executed.

Future set tops

At the top layer, the layer where UI has most recently been the last
bastion of operator differentiation, we see more features being added.
We expect these to include some form of voice dialog, not simply
voice control, but a discussion platform with highly individualized
content, along with potential gesture controls.
Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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Similarly, why can’t you also say out loud “Bring up my guest WiFi
password,” onto the TV screen, for when your friends come round,
rather than looking under your home gateway for a sticker.
We see larger screens being able to contract to make extra room for
teleconferencing and other applications, and we see the possibility
of subscribing to multiple pay TV services at the same time, switching rapidly between them on-screen or even having both on the
screen at once.
We know that the largest help desk call-out rate among pay TV operators relate to WiFi and we see a home network topology, with multiple WiFi Access Points showing a “Fix Me” button on-screen to put
things right. All this would come from data collected from within
your home network.
Another home defined feature has to be about the advertising
shown on TV, especially in a world which is embracing all forms of
addressable advertising and programmatic delivery and auctioning
of adverts. The cloud will hold most of the decisioning data selecting
which adverts are served in each home, but a viewer needs to be
identified to ensure the right type of advertising is delivered to the
right person in the home and that requires some data extraction,
cleaning and encryption on the device, before exporting it to the
cloud.

14
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Cost reduction as a driver
There are multiple set top categories which take in analog to digital
adapters; direct to home (DTH) satellite, QAM and IP cable, IPTV set
tops with a complex multicast join, and hybrids which accommodate Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) OTT video over broadband.
In each case market drivers are either technological in nature, or
there is an active need for cutting CPE costs, or a need to make a
service more relevant or competitive. Those are always the
three key drivers for pay TV set tops.
The creation of the RDK (Reference Design Kit) initially came out of
Comcast and Time Warner Cable, and has since been adopted by
more than 250 companies. This was a particular instance of removing costs from the supply chain. RDK has Linux at its heart, and
many of the features in the diagram above as software layers. This
clearly shows the direction that technologists and particularly the
cable community, is heading in. The argument is that if the set top is
going to be made up of software, the operators may want to own
the bulk of that software themselves and look after it collectively,
and then the hardware becomes far less complex and, in turn, less
costly.
RDK covers device provisioning, streaming, a windowing framework which acts as traffic cop for the screen. It offers a browser so
that each device knows how to render HTML, parse markup language and access specific media types and defines how to handle
closed captioning. It helps services become more commoditized in
terms of the technical standards they have to adhere to.
But crucially there remains room for operators to innovate at the
highest software layers, which manage the user interface (UI), App
manager and new features.

Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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So what was middleware before?

There were previously dominant software players from prior generations of set tops which also were called middleware. We think of
Cisco’s MediaHighway, Nagra’s OpenTV, Microsoft’s Mediaroom,
Motorola’s KreaTV OS and its subsequent Dreampark OS. We might
also think of OCAP (OpenCable Application Platform), which many
US set top vendors supported as Tru2way.
Each of these tended to be just another software lock in. Each time
an operator bought a new set top, they paid for the software layers
once again. The software itself may not trigger a huge charge, but in
many cases earlier generations of middleware added proprietary
control, a way of trapping an operator into set tops from a particular supplier. This is now rapidly being replaced by RDK and the other efforts mentioned above.
The profit for suppliers these days, in many pay TV implementations comes increasingly from services which are cloud-hosted –
CMS, service management, entitlement databases, CRM and shopfront, fulfillment management, ad decisioning, campaign management, and analytics and device management. Although in each instance an on-device portion of this software exists, running generic
set top hardware, the ability to replenish these on the fly, and leave
the device in situ, for an even longer period, becomes possible.
More modern software stacks move us away from a captive form of
co-working with the cloud, into well-defined separated APIs so that
software designed to speak to a single piece of cloud software, can
now talk to any piece of software that understands its rules.
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Virtualization
We have mentioned virtualization and this is a technology which is
promising to cut costs in cellular networks. Does it also have a future
in the set top? And if so, to what extent?
More and more network operations are looking to Software Defined
Networks (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) to reduce expense and increase flexibility in networking environments.
An SDN is one where there are separate control and forwarding
functions. Today this implies the use of a protocol called OpenFlow,
which gives remote programming access to the forwarding plane of
any network switch. By combining this with NFV, we can take functions like caching and content control into more centralized devices.
This has the effect of speeding up service innovation and removing
specialized hardware. It stops networking being a complex interaction between proprietary purpose-designed hardware, and turns it
into mostly generalized server power, with a few specialist devices
remaining, such as antennas. To what extent can we do this for a set
top?
Last year ARM issued an NFV reference platform, suggesting that the
set top could be entirely virtualized in the home. The remaining
function could go into a device running an ARM CPU, potentially in a
single low powered dongle. We feel that the cost benefits from migrating all that set top function to the cloud will only come after a
long time because the entire network topology is different from cellular.
The set top is not communicating with hundreds of smartphones
simultaneously, which is where the base station benefits come from,
and the number of hardware resident protocols that have to be sustained locally – watermarking, demodulating, decoding and transcoding – make it a less attractive proposition. Latency is also a big
issue at the set top and broadband networks are only slowly removing latency as they provision more aggressively.
If you add to this the advanced conversation and gesture controls,
and recommendation and advertising insertion which we are sure
are coming down the line, you are left with a further queue of new
functions headed for the set top, which if initially implemented via
NFV might give rise to undue complexity and delay. This may not be
true in ten years, but we think it’s true today.
Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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Legacy set tops and the cloud
The only way that video decoding can be done in the cloud is to reencode the output into an acceptable format, which the set top can
render. ActiveVideo has become a well-known exponent of a version
of this, and this has great short term benefits. The most obvious one
is that a 9 or 10 year-old set top can display an entirely new UI, and
allow complex navigation. All that ActiveVideo is doing is a macrocosm of what we are saying in this paper – it is reducing the workload by using the cloud, to one the set top already knows how to execute.
If you have a software based set top, something similar would be
achieved with a simple online update.
ActiveVideo’s CloudTV pre-renders both video and the UI into a single video stream, which can be decoded by the existing device, for
instance as an MPEG2 video stream.
This works only because there have been multiple codec generations – MPEG2 to H.264 to HEVC – during the set top’s lifetime and
the economic justification for set top replacement has been spread
by operators over 11 years or so. By contrast in the US, UK and China, mobile handset replacement happens every 24 months. Pay TV
players do not have fat enough profit margins to move at this 24month speed by replacing physical set tops, and so this 10 to 11year cycle will continue to happen until the set top becomes a separately financed retail proposition.
In every set top generation prior to this one, there has been an opportunity to upgrade older generation set tops using cloud formatted content.

But once a device gets installed which is mostly driven by software,
that opportunity is likely to evaporate.
We see this short term opportunity as a convenient fudge to get just
a bit more life out of old set tops. In a way it makes just as much
sense to use the new UI, combined with higher video definition, and
to force consumers to upgrade to a new device with a new chipset,
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which consumers pay for. That takes us back to the Open Set Top
initiative being examined by the FCC, a move that may artificially
create the right conditions for set tops to become a purely retail
proposition – but it will have to be done while allowing operators
their own service differentiation, which in its current form it is set
to obscure.
Real time video codecs have, for the past five or six years been moving away from reliance on specialized hardware, such as an ASIC,
and moving increasingly towards software only implementations,
running on Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) hardware and from
there on to cloud based services.

Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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Codecs
There is something else to say about codecs. The reason that codecs
used to change every ten years is because a codec often requires a
hardware assist for the first 4 or 5 years of its lifetime, until Moore’s
Law provides enough onboard general processing power to cope
with decoding on its own.
Right now the industry is on the verge of moving to a model where
this is improved and updated periodically over an 18-month period
on existing hardware, with this idea being driven by the AOMedia
grouping which includes Microsoft, Google, Cisco, Netflix and Amazon and it is likely this will break the 10-year cycle of codecs after a
brief period of HEVC dominance. It will be this that finally allows us
to add two-way video conferencing via a set top, with video encode
using the same processing power used for decoding.
But for now core video formats must be demodulated, decoded and
decrypted onboard the set top where the video must then be rendered. And the cost of putting these elements in place means the remaining set top features are resistant of a general shift to the cloud
over the next decade or so.
Move any of these and there is a major problem – if the signal is demodulated in the cloud, it has to be re-modulated; if it is unencrypted
it must be re-encrypted with stream protection, and if the video is
rendered, it must be re-compressed or else it would travel as a massively broad stream of data, too fat for broadband. Right now many
of those jobs are carried out in specialized hardware on the device,
and they will rightly shift to software over time, but will still remain
on the device.
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Feature acceleration drives the way to
set top as software
As more major organizations launch into or buy their way into video
service provision, the pace of change at the service level needs to accelerate. There is a requirement for new features and that implies an
acceptance of software based innovation, simply because it is quicker
to bring about rather than replacing CPE wholesale.
And as operators add new features, such as even more complex UIs,
gesture and voice control, flexible picture-in-picture and picture
zooming and scaling, they will need to have the logic for this processed somewhere - on the CPE SoC or the cloud – and each innovation will need a separate evaluation.
We have said we anticipate voice control, localized chatbots, end user
analytics, full HTML 5.0 rendering, client side apps supporting QoS
and client side testing and reporting. Consumer preference data and
audience measurement data may well traverse into the cloud, but only with the right cloud security in place, and all questions about terms
of use answered to everyone’s satisfaction, so even this will take time.
And what about the humble CDN. Surely some pre-fetch elements will
reside on the CPE to take the weight off the network (an interesting
question if the network owner and the set top owner are not the
same company). This is a clear trend right now, beginning with
NanoCDN from Broadpeak, and the latest additions at NAB this year
from Akamai. It may be possible eventually to move forensic watermarking to the cloud, but right now it cannot live anywhere but on
device, because it writes code onto each frame of the video, as part of
the rendering. It can only move to the cloud, if the video rendering
moves there and that comes with a huge network penalty.
One of the nightmares of an operator is to allow any of these things to
be added by third parties, because each of them will need to schedule
software updates to the device, which is currently owned and controlled by the operator. Can you imagine your TV stopping during the
cup final just to download a new layer of software which doesn’t even
belong to the operator? So one of the natural segmentations is to allow third party functions to always operate from the cloud, because it
can be updated centrally in one go, and for software which is set top
resident, and core to the operator’s success, to be on device and updated under operator control.
Copyright Rethink Technology Research 2016
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Future hardware features
If we use our crystal ball to look into the future we see that even
more specialist hardware may have to come onboard at the set top,
although most changes are yet again carried out in software. Obviously adding 4K and full UHD, including High Dynamic Range is going to eat up a lot of the innovation over the next few years and after
that, the emergence of VR services may carry it on. In each case this
will require a series of design refreshes, which will rely on hardware changes at the silicon level, as well as new onboard software
services. We cannot shift heavily to cloud function until this upgrade
is fully over.
After we embrace UHD, there could be further hardware additions
coming to set tops. IBM recently came out with an AI chip, it calls
TrueNorth, equivalent to 16 million neurons on a chip, but pulling
just 2.5 watts of power, and destined to add AI function at the network edge, and later into smartphones at even lower power, if you
believe IBM. Qualcomm has also added similar functions, but purely
in software on its top end Snapdragon chips.
The set top will be the perfect home for such a chip, controlling dialog and speech, and chatting and parsing TV channel commands. We
never say never to the addition of new hardware inside the set top,
but the priority will be loading new software into future set top boxes.
There remains significant hardware, such that we don’t see all set
tops reduced to dongle size with just a demultiplexer, a tuner, and a
WiFi chip. Everything above these physical elements can be placed
into software.
But right now we see a video decoder with video acceleration for
the codec, sometimes using a conventional GPU, some buffer
memory, and a general purpose CPU and all of this driving up the
form factor. If you add onboard storage, it goes up further.
Other components we have already mentioned include home networking chips such as MoCA, HomePlug, HPNA and G.hn. All of these
components are made at scale, in silicon and at such high volumes
that their costs fall every year, so there is very little desire to remove them by entirely replacing the set top.
22
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The wishes of content owners and the
chain of rights
As a final word we’d like to mention content owners, whether this is a
broadcaster which underwrites the creation of a TV series or a studio.
They are increasingly taking issue with how their content is delivered.
Because there are more buyers than ever before, this makes for a
sellers’ market – one where the seller (content owner) can control the
terms of any deals that are done. This leads to trends in content
rights, such as retaining more flexibility to offer the same content to
competing distribution channels.
Ultimately this is done to maximize content revenue by retaining flexibility for the content owner and it often results in less flexibility for
the pay TV operator. Contracts today are exceptionally explicit on
what operators can or cannot do with content. As a result, less and
less content contracts allow full freedom for operators to embrace
multiscreen and nPVR. One way for content owners apply control is
by offering lower resolutions to multiscreen devices. This may
change, but the logjam currently seems to be holding and we anticipate this will only change when the majority of content is consumed
on smaller devices – and we are quite a way off that.
At first this is counterintuitive. Consumers want every format possible. But content holders are constantly worried about throwing the
baby out with the bathwater, and want to run against the flow of
technology usage. The more consumers view content on smaller devices, the bigger deal content owners will make of allowing high resolution versions onto smaller devices.
Large broadcasters and pay TV operators often cite companies like
Nielsen in saying that the largest TV in the house is still the dominant
screen for viewing on. One thing that makes this true is the rights disparity between viewing through a set top and viewing on a phone.
Content players are increasingly holding back content rights from
smaller devices by putting limits on the screen resolution of tablet, PC
and phone versions of content, and worry that the security is not up
to the job on these devices and until it is, that position will remain unchanged.
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As “flick to screen” options on a TV emerge, and smartphone chips
have embedded trusted areas of silicon to execute decryption (such
as the ARM TrustZone), this reluctance to let premium quality video
move to portable devices, may disappear, but it has been recalcitrant so far.
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Summary: Trends in the modern set top

In summary we see that many of the changes in set top design have
been about adding functions in a very standard way, rather than in a
proprietary fashion, and all additions tend to be in software, not
hardware. Over the coming decade everything that can go to software, will.
The features that can easily be pushed to the cloud, will be pushed
there, and those where existing economies of scale have already
been achieved in silicon, will resist this trend. Some hardware features will remain on device, particularly those relating to demodulating a signal, decoding a codec and unscrambling service and placing watermarks into completed video. Security may shift towards
browser backed internet DRM services such as Widevine and PlayReady, and Trusted Execution Environments such as ARM
TrustZone for descrambling, but these will still require expert implementation from existing security leaders in order to remain entirely and palpably secure.
At the same time further features will emerge on the set top and
some elements of these will slowly evolve towards the cloud. Codec
transformations will require more mathematical power and we
shall see generic chips include multi-core GPU functions for decoding.
Content licensing will drag its heels over high resolution versions of
pure IP delivered content, and insist on more robust content security at higher resolutions. The arrival of full UHD and HEVC, as well as
the codecs we are anticipating which go beyond HEVC, will present
a last hardwired transformation, before software decoding will become even more commonplace.
The day of the set top flirting with larger and larger “box” capabilities such as multi-room and whole home DVR has passed, partly because of the creation of simpler IP-based TV boxes, and partly due to
improved in-home communications, and partly due to the arrival in
volume of nPVR.
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The successful delivery of signals securely around a home will devolve to WiFi, which will go through a multi-AP transformation and
massively improve home and helpdesk problem resolution.
And while the set top will not remain untouched by NFV, it has less
pertinence to the set top than it has to the cellular base station, and
cost savings using it will emerge later, rather than sooner.

In ten years’ time we would expect quite a bit of cord cutting of pay
TV in favor of pure OTT paid video, but would expect to see the majority of pay TV subscribers remaining traditional pay TV players,
with a separate OTT leg to stand on. Of those that retain a traditional pay TV network, we suspect some 80% or more of homes, will
continue to have a set top, which in many cases will be even more
sophisticated than those deployed today. It will be the hope of most
operators to buy these devices “just one more time” in order to allow for multiple generations of service delivery to be implemented,
through changing software on unchanged hardware. Beyond that 10
-year prediction point, set top penetration may decay more rapidly,
but we’d like to keep our options open and re-predict then.
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